
UV-CLEAN
S O L U T I O N  O F  D I S I N F E C T I O N

SANITIZE YOUR
BARRELS WITHOUT
USING SULFUR
The use of UV-CLEAN ™ products will increase the

longevity of your barrels through optimal disinfection.

100% ELIMINATION OF
BRETTANOMYCES*
Ultraviolet allow the elimination of more than 99% of

organisms present in the cask, including Brettanomyces *. The

effectiveness of UV disinfection systems has been

demonstrated by many studies as the most effective system

of chemical-free disinfection.

 
FAST TREATMENT (10 MIN)
Suitable for different types of barrel, disinfection is carried out

quickly and optimally. Very easy to use, UV-CLEAN ™ will save

you a lot of time.

IMMEDIATE RESULTS,
CHEMICAL FREE
The use of UV-CLEAN ™ allows the sanitization and disinfection

of your barrels without using chemicals. Thus, sterilization is

possible without sulfur.

*Structure of the most active yeast (viable and cultivable)

ECOLOGICAL AND
SUSTAINABLE APPROACH
By using the UV system, you will avoid the use of sulfur, a

polluting product, and thus protect and respect the

environment.

FAST-ACTING EFFECTIVE RINSING FREE ECOLOGICAL
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MADE IN FRANCE

FIND OUT MORE

To know more about the
functionalities of our UV-
CLEAN™, do not hesitate to
contact our team, by phoning us
or sending us an email.

PRESERVES YOUR

BARRELS
RISK FREE DISINFECTS1 2 3

UV-CLEAN ™ ensures

the hygiene of your

barrels during the

moments of storage

without the use of

SO₂, thus

guaranteeing you not

to overload the wood

of your barrels. There

is therefore no risk of

altering the

development of your

wines in barrels.

Ultraviolet light

penetrates the heart of

pathogenic bacteria,

making them inactive

and destroying them. By

their radiation, they reach

the nucleus of the cell

and prevent the

duplication of DNA

microorganisms, including

Brettanomyces *.

COMPARISON WICK SULPHUR / UV-CLEAN™

*Structure of the most active yeast (viable and cultivable)

The use of UV-CLEAN ™

on your barrels and vats

eliminates the risks

associated with the

use of sulfur wicks. No

more risk of emanating

toxic products, which

can endanger the

operator handling the

barrels. Therefore, our

UV-CLEAN system is

safe for your

equipment. UV-CLEAN™ multi : disinfects up to
10 barrels simultaneously 

UV-CLEAN™ FEATURES


